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Vehicle Profile: 2019 Nissan Altima
The 2019 Altima redefines the meaning of the modern sedan

When you consider a vehicle, your daily commute, fuel economy and performance all play a factor in
your decision. The new 2019 Altima intelligently delivers on Nissan’s initiative to drive the future of car
innovation.

Design

From front to back, the exterior of
the Altima features cutting lines
that seamlessly connect to its
muscular hood. The front has a
V-motion grille with LED headlights
and fog lights, while the back
sports boomerang taillights
wrapped around the corners with
sharp lines. The top showcases a
“floating” roof design while the
bottom of the vehicle displays
19-inch frameless wheels. Every
ounce of detail shows creativity and
inspiration.

Engines

Enter the world’s first variable
compression turbo engine.* The
available 2.0-liter VC-Turbo™
engine acts as a shape shifter,
responding and adjusting the compression ratio to maximize fuel economy of the Altima. When you
accelerate and the piston produces a lower compression ratio, the four-cylinder engine operates with
V6 power. If you drive slowly, the engine works to conserves energy and increase your fuel economy
at the same time. The VC-Turbo engine generates 236 horsepower, 267 lb-ft of torque and can get up
to 25 mpg in the city and 34 mpg on the highway.** The Altima’s standard engine is a 2.5-liter direct
injection four-cylinder, delivering 188 horsepower, 180 lb-ft of torque, 28 mpg in the city and 39 mpg
on the highway.**

Comfort

Inside the Altima, you’ll find a stylish matte chrome coating the cabin from the steering wheel and
shifter to the center controls. The front seats have been redesigned, and the cabin offers more peace
and quiet with Active Noise Cancellation. If you want to add more luxury to your vehicle, you can add
wood-tone accents to the driver dash.

Technology

While you experience the calm environment of its interior cabin, the 2019 Altima provides you with a
cluster of technology features. Its 8-inch touch screen sits lower for a better read with a floating look.
Available NissanConnect® technologies give you the ability to connect to your iPhone® or Android™.
And if you need directions without using your phone, you can use Nissan Door to Door Navigation.
Communicating with your car by voice is also made possible with the available NissanConnect
Services Skill with Amazon Alexa™.



Services Skill with Amazon Alexa™.

No matter what your future holds, investing in a vehicle focused on what’s ahead is essential to your
transportation needs. The 2019 Nissan Altima raises the bar for midsize sedans.

*World’s first production variable compression engine launched by Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. In 2018.

**2019 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 28 City/39 Highway/32 Combined for Altima® S, SV, SL FWD;
26 City/36 Highway/30 Combined for Altima S, SV, SL AWD; 27 City/37 Highway/31 Combined for
Altima SR, Platinum FWD; 25 City/35 Highway/29 Combined for Altima SR, Platinum AWD; 25 City/34
Highway/29 Combined for Altima SR, Platinum, Edition ONE VC-Turbo FWD. Fuel economy estimates
based on 87-octane fuel. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only.
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Vehicle Profile: 2019 Nissan Pathfinder
Make room for your family adventures

The 2019 Nissan Pathfinder proves that an adventure-ready vehicle can look stunning, provide a
comfortable ride and keep you entertained. Offering four trim levels and an intense powertrain that
delivers enviable capability, this stylish SUV means business on and off the beaten path.

Power

The 2019 Pathfinder powers
through your adventures thanks to
a 3.5-liter V6 engine with Direct
Injection Gasoline™ system paired
with an Xtronic® transmission to
deliver 284 horsepower and 259
lb-ft of torque. When properly
equipped, the 2019 Pathfinder can
tow a maximum of 6,000 pounds.
For added stability, you have the
choice of either two- or four-wheel
drive on all trim levels.

Design

The 2019 Pathfinder boasts a
well-equipped, comfy interior. As
the driver, you’ll appreciate the
Advanced Drive-Assist ™ Display,
which vividly presents important
vehicle information. The EZ Flex
Seating System™ with LATCH AND GLIDE™ offers your passengers convenient entry to the third
row. Standard tri-zone automatic temperature control and available details such as a leather-wrapped
steering wheel and shift knob, heated front seats and dual pane panoramic moonroof add a luxurious
atmosphere to the spacious cabin. The available motion-activated liftgate provides assistance when
your hands are full.

Technology

When you’re on the road, the standard 8-inch NissanConnect® touch screen creates an easy-to-read
display while standard Bluetooth® hands-free phone and streaming audio system keeps you
connected and entertained. Three years of complimentary service via SiriusXM® Travel Link comes
standard while maintenance alerts, collision notification and emergency call and stolen vehicle locator
services via SiriusXM® are available to upgrade your ownership experience. Your passengers will
appreciate the available DVD display screens mounted to the second-row head restraints as part of
the Nissan Mobile Entertainment Package.

Safety

Automatic Emergency Braking comes standard as does Rear Door Alert, which serves as an important
reminder to check the back seat before you exit the vehicle. For peace of mind, three available
systems — Blind Spot Warning, Intelligent Around View ® Monitor and Rear Cross Traffic Alert — are
designed to reveal potential dangers you might not immediately see. The Tire Pressure Monitoring
System with Easy-Fill Tire Alert and Vehicle Dynamic Control with Traction Control System come



System with Easy-Fill Tire Alert and Vehicle Dynamic Control with Traction Control System come
standard and help to provide a protected and grounded driving experience.

Intense power and towing capability plus a well-appointed interior and advanced safety features make
the 2019 Nissan Pathfinder a trusted traveling companion for your everyday commutes and family
trips.
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Take Home a TITAN Truck Month
$0 Down + $0 Payments for 90 Days + 0% Financing for 60 Months*

Build your own Nissan Titan!

Build your own Nissan Titan XD!











*Tax, title and license extra. Offers available when you purchase from new dealer stock and finance
through NMAC. Subject to residency restrictions. Varies by Nissan region. See participating Nissan
dealer for details. 0% APR for 60 months on MY18 TITAN (excludes SL & Platinum trims) and TITAN
XD (excludes SL & Platinum trims). Offer ends 01/31/19.
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Car Care: New Year's Resolutions for Your Car
Resolutions to keep your car in great shape all year long

When the clock strikes midnight, it’s the official start of a new year, which means you have 12 months
to fulfill your New Year’s resolutions. Your go-to resolutions might involve improving your physical
health, making advances in your career or focusing on a new hobby. But the thing that keeps your life
and plans running is your car. Why not resolve to keep it performing well all year long?

Check-in consistently

A resolution to keep your car in
great shape requires consistent
attention. One oil change, tire
pressure check or walk-around will
not be enough to fulfill your car
care goals for the year. Instead,
you have to make a plan to
regularly check the health of your
tires, the condition of your
windshield wipers, the existence of
paint scratches, spots or cracks
and the strength of the bulbs in
your car’s headlights, taillights, turn
signals and cabin.

Seek assistance from the experts

The best maintenance guide you
can use is your vehicle’s owner’s
manual. It outlines everything you
need to know about your car. It
provides problem-solving tips and maintenance schedules designed to keep every facet of your
vehicle in working order. Once you’ve reviewed the instructions in the manual, it’s probably a good
time to get a second opinion. A maintenance check with a trained automotive professional will reveal
the true health of your vehicle and uncover potential problems. A small fix now could save you from
dealing with and paying for a huge problem in the future.

Slow down

Even if your vehicle boasts incredible fuel economy, your driving behaviors can negate your car’s
efficiency. Speed demon tendencies and aggressive driving behaviors are unhealthy and potentially
unsafe for you and others on the road, and can also cost you money. According to Natural Resources
Canada, aggressive driving and speeding can increase your fuel consumption by as much as 35
percent.

Declutter and shine

It’s easy for your car to become a messy catchall of food trash, sports gear, mud, dirt and forgotten
homework. But the clutter you carry is more than just an eyesore. An overstuffed trunk can impede
your vehicle’s performance, and a cluttered cabin can damage your upholstery. To help protect your
car’s performance and the look of your interior, it’s important to declutter and vacuum the interior
regularly.



Just as easily as the inside can get out of control, the exterior of your vehicle takes a beating every
day. Your car’s paint is vulnerable to all weather from sunshine and rain to wind and snow, and its
effects can scratch, chip or damage the paint. To protect your car’s exterior, wash and wax your car
regularly. It’s especially important to thoroughly remove snow, ice and road salt from the
undercarriage of your car to prevent corrosion.

Make your car a priority when you make your New Year resolutions. By committing to a care and
maintenance schedule, you’ll help improve your driving life throughout the year.
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Unique Locations for a Valentine’s Day Date
Out-of-the-chocolate-box thinking for a unique Valentine’s Day date

If you’re under the influence of Cupid’s arrow and you plan to celebrate with your sweetheart this
Valentine’s Day, the traditional date night-dinner at the fancy restaurant might seem a bit boring. If you
think creatively, there are so many other ways to celebrate. By thinking outside the (chocolate) box,
you and your sweetie are sure to
have an unforgettable time.

Get your groove on

Dancing cheek to cheek is a
romantic way to spend the holiday.
Even if you have two left feet, do
not despair. A ballroom dance
lesson will have you and your loved
one making beautiful strides
together in no time. If you and your
partner already fancy yourselves
as the modern-day Fred and
Ginger, show off your skills on the
dance floor at a local club. If you
prefer to just let your toes tap, then
grab some tickets for a live musical
performance near you.

Sharpen your culinary skills
together 

Although choosing not to eat dinner at a fancy restaurant is a good way to shake up your Valentine’s
Day date plans, you and your date still need to eat. Instead of having someone cook for you, take a
cooking class together, suggests MoneyCrashers writer Jacqueline Curtis. Even if you are a whiz in
the kitchen, a cooking class can expose you to new recipes and techniques you’ll use well after
Valentine’s Day is over. If paying for a class doesn’t fit into your budget, Curtis suggests a DIY route
by cooking a new dish together at home.

Go back in time

Now that you’re a grown-up, there probably isn’t a lot of time in your schedule for childish games. But
the activities you enjoyed as a kid can be the perfect setting for your special Valentine’s Day date. A
lap around the roller rink or ice skating rink will have you both giggling, and a game of bowling is a fun
way to test your competitive spirits in oh-so-fashionable footwear. Get outside, if the weather is
reasonable, to bike around your neighborhood. Along your journey, stop for a sweet treat and drink to
toast your Valentine’s Day. Popular today with kids (and adults) is a jumping session at a trampoline
park, which provides an unexpected high-flying setting for your Valentine’s Day date, according to
Bustle writer Natalia Lusinski. It’s a great way to show your heart and your sweetheart some
cardio-challenging love.

Get pampered

Spend the day at the spa or indulge in just one spa treatment as a couple to create an unforgettable,
rejuvenating Valentine’s Day. Plus, the heart-filled holiday may even equal amazing specials at your
favorite spa, according to Marie Claire writers Lori Keong and Rachel Epstein.



favorite spa, according to Marie Claire writers Lori Keong and Rachel Epstein.

Share the love

Giving back to your community by volunteering at your local animal shelter, senior center, food bank or
art center is an ideal way to share the love you feel for each other on such a special day. Not only will
volunteering make a difference in the lives of others, human or animal, it’s an economical option,
according to Curtis, since volunteering doesn’t cost a thing.

These non-traditional date settings will provide you and your special someone a Valentine’s Day to
remember.
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4 Great Movies You Might Have Missed in 2018
Check out last year’s hidden cinematic gems

Hundreds of movies hit theaters and streaming services every year, and it’s all too easy for some of
the best ones to slip through the cracks. While your attentions were on major blockbuster releases
like “Black Panther,” “Mission: Impossible — Fallout” and “Halloween,” several other interesting and
entertaining films may have missed your radar. If you’re playing catch up in preparation for awards
season, these four films should be
high up in your queue. 

“Eighth Grade”

As it traces a week in the life of an
awkward teenager, “Eighth Grade”
will have you chortling with
laughter, cringing in sympathy and
perhaps even shedding a few tears.
Directed by Bo Burnham, “Eighth
Grade” stars Elsie Fisher as Kayla
Day, a girl who’s just trying to
survive the final few days of eighth
grade. Kayla spends hours a day
on social media and loves to post
videos offering advice on
self-confidence and individuality,
but navigating real life is much
tougher. Her struggles with relating
to her father, making friends and
attracting the attention of a cute boy in her class offer a hilarious yet poignant window into what it’s
like to be a modern-day teen.  

“The Old Man and the Gun”

Based on a true story, “The Old Man and the Gun” is directed by David Lowery and stars Robert
Redford as Forrest Tucker, an elderly man who’s addicted to robbing banks. With the help of two
similarly geriatric partners in crime, Tucker rampages across the Southwest and Plains states on a
courteous, nonviolent robbery spree that leaves authorities baffled. In between crimes, Tucker also
finds time to strike up a friendship — and find plenty of chemistry — with co-star Sissy Spacek.
Redford has said this will be his final role, and at age 82, he’s never been more charming.

“Sorry to Bother You”

The outrageously entertaining “Sorry to Bother You” is unlike anything else you’ll see this year. A mix
of surreal dark comedy and dystopian science fiction, this movie was directed by Boots Riley, best
known for leading the experimental rap group The Coup. It stars Lakeith Stanfield as Cassius Green,
who’s just trying to pay his rent in an increasingly unequal society ripped apart by predatory
corporations and radical protesters. After he finds success as a telemarketer for the evil company
WorryFree, he’s forced to choose between his newfound riches and the organizers attempting to
unionize his workplace. The twist at the end is one you definitely won’t see coming, and one you won’t
soon forget.

“Upgrade”



If you like your action movies violent, futuristic and thought-provoking, make some time for “Upgrade.”
Directed by Leigh Wannell, this lean, mean low-budget flick stars Logan Marshall-Green as
technophobic car mechanic Grey Trace, who feels out of place in a near-future world that’s
increasingly reliant on artificial intelligence. After a horrific incident leaves him paralyzed, Trace gets
an AI implant from a mysterious tech CEO. The implant helps him walk again — and gives him some
disturbing new abilities. As the movie hurtles through a series of white-knuckle car chases and brutal
fight scenes toward its thrilling and unsettling conclusion, it turns out Trace’s initial technophobia
wasn’t so misguided after all.

Superhero team-ups, big-budget reboots and star-studded comedies grab most of the movie attention
these days. Look a little closer, though, and you’ll be rewarded with a rich array of lesser-known films
well worth your time and consideration.
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Tips for Beating the Winter Blues
Ward off the winter doldrums with these healthy habits

Are you missing the sun and cursing the cold? Do holiday stress and shorter days have you feeling
grumpy and lethargic? Try these tips and say goodbye to the winter blues. If you’re experiencing
symptoms of something more serious — such as depression or Seasonal Affective Disorder — be
sure to seek advice and treatment
from your doctor.

Brighten your day

On dark winter days, a little extra
daylight can make a major
difference. When possible, open
the curtains or sit close to a
window to soak up some natural
light, which produces serotonin that
can help boost your mood. For
dark mornings, try a dawn
simulator to gradually light up your
bedroom as you awaken. For your
workplace or living room, you can
also buy artificial lights that
simulate natural light.

Get some exercise

It’s tempting to stay indoors on the
couch when the weather is cold and gray, but a short exercise session might be just what you need
instead. Everyday Health recommends at least 20 daily minutes of brisk activity to help lift your mood
and reduce stress. When you can, get that exercise outside — even if it’s only a short walk. You’ll
reap the benefits of movement, and you’ll also add some much-needed natural light to your day.

Sleep well

As the days get shorter and chillier, make sure you’re getting all the sleep you need each night — at
least seven or eight hours’ worth. Dr. Jacqueline Gollan, a professor of psychiatry at Northwestern
University, tells Everyday Health that it’s important to follow a regular sleep schedule. If possible, go to
bed at the same time every night and get up at the same time every morning, even on weekends. This
will help stabilize your sleep cycle as you get used to darker days.

Eat well

Eating healthy food can help improve your outlook when winter gets you down. According to
Healthline, some of the best mood-boosting foods you can eat include lean proteins, leafy greens,
milk and eggs, berries, bananas and even an occasional serving of dark chocolate. These foods
contain vitamins and nutrients like omega-3 fatty acids, folic acid, vitamin D and vitamin B-12 to
nourish your mind and body. At the same time, try to cut back on fast food and sugary desserts. The
temporary lift you get isn’t worth the long-term health drawbacks.

Spend time with others

This winter, resist the urge to hibernate and isolate yourself from friends and family. Clinical



psychologist Josh Klapow tells Huffington Post that connecting with others can be a good way to lift
your mood and prevent feelings of depression. You don’t have to be the life of the party to benefit,
either: Even a brief period of social interaction, like lunch with a friend or an afternoon of volunteering,
can make your winter blues more bearable.

Don’t let winter’s frigid gloom ruin the season for you. Following these tips can help restore your
energy and lift your spirits — and before you know it, spring will be here once again.  
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How to Avoid Germs in the Workplace
Increase your chances at staying healthy at work

The holiday season might be over, but cold and flu season certainly isn’t. You might notice bags
around your coworkers’ eyes, series of sneezes, coughing tantrums that never cease and a stack of
wadded-up tissues congesting their waste baskets. All you can hope for is that no one on your team
comes to the office with the flu.

Regardless of the influx of
sicknesses going around at work,
you can fight back without hurting
your sick coworkers. Here are
some ways you can win the battle
between wellness and illness and
stay your healthy self at this time of
year.

Hands off face: If you must
touch your face, make sure
your hands are clean first.
Also, avoid biting your
fingernails.
Get some fresh air: If your
workplace isn’t well
ventilated, you are probably
breathing in air that is
loaded with viruses and
bacteria. If you work in a private room with a window, open it up, even if it's cold outside. If you
are not near any windows, take a brief walk outside.
Wash your hands: If you use a restroom — public or private — wash your hands. If you are
getting ready to eat a meal, scrub up with soap. A bottle of hand sanitizer with 60 percent
alcohol is also a great ally to keep at your desk.
Live clean: Inform your coworkers about germs in the workplace, but don’t just teach
cleanliness; model it. Tidy up your workspace, use disinfecting wipes and sneeze into your
sleeve and not your hand. One example living out the definition for cleanliness goes a long way.
Work from home: Not every business offers work from home days, but if yours does, take
advantage of it. Also, if you have vacation days and “the plague” is going around the office,
now might be the best time to take some time off work for the sake of your health.
Get the flu shot: Perhaps the easiest way out of catching the plague is getting the flu shot.
Talk to your doctor today to learn more about what options are available for you.

While you cannot control the germs of others, you can be your own superhero and save yourself the
trouble of nursing yourself back to health and avoid germs in your workplace.
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4 Yoga and Dance Studios in Washington
Engaging fitness classes in the Evergreen State

Adopting a new exercise style is a great way to rejuvenate your mind and body. Help stick to your New
Year’s resolutions while having
some fun at these four reputable
studios. 

Infused Fitness and Dance 

Find your inner balance when you
head to Infused Fitness and Dance
in Lacey. This studio offers
different varieties of dance and
fitness forms to suit a wide range of
interests. Yoga and Tai Chi will
exercise your self-discipline and
push you to the next level of
physical and spiritual health. Salsa
and hip hop are great choices for
beginner and intermediate dancers.
Though, the venue also features
belly dancing and nia, a
sensory-based practice inspired by
martial arts, for a more exotic
workout. Check the studio’s calendar to browse upcoming classes.

Movement Arts Yoga & Pilates 

Regain a sense of peace at Movement Arts Yoga & Pilates, located on the scenic Camano Island.
This establishment has been proudly serving the community for more than two decades, providing
residents with a steady stream of yoga and pilates classes. Current class offerings include Restorative
yoga, Yogatone, and Pilates Fusion, among others. If you’re new to the yoga world, you might want to
start with the five-week class that provides a foundation of basic moves. Per the website, you can
bring your own mat, or use one of the demo mats for a $1 donation to the Camano Island Animal
Shelter. The studio also provides spiritual workshops like the Shamanic Journeying Workshop, as well
as occasional Yoga Retreat trips for those who want to enhance their skills while exploring a new
environment.

Room to Move Yoga 

Plug into the yoga community in Port Townsend when you take a class at Room to Move Yoga. This
studio offers a spectrum of classes, workshops and therapies to address a variety of physical fitness
goals. Pilates Mat, Power Hour Yoga and Vinyasa are just some of the featured classes to choose
from. The studio also has certain classes specifically for beginners, as well as weekly community yoga
sessions held on Sundays for a donation of $5 or more. You an also try your luck at belly dance,
when you try the Bellydance Basics class. If you prefer one-on-one instruction, the studio offers
private yoga sessions for a more customized experience. If you’ve had past injuries or simply want to
release muscle tension, schedule a bodywork and massage session.

LaVida Dance Studio 

Dancers of all ages and skill levels will find a home at LaVida Dance Studio in Kirkland. Toddlers to



Dancers of all ages and skill levels will find a home at LaVida Dance Studio in Kirkland. Toddlers to
teens jazz, hip hop, pop culture and ballroom dance styles in a safe, supportive environment. Adults
can expand their skills via West Coast swing, bachata, Argentine tango and more. Monthly dance
socials help foster the area’s dance community while increasing public visibility for the studio. If you
need a choreographed wedding dance with coached practice sessions, the venue offers a few
difference wedding dance packages to suit different budgets and first dance goals.

Sign up for a class at one of these diverse venues to take your workout to the next level. You might
just discover a new favorite way to burn stress and tone your body.
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